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Abstract
All non-invasive technologies for the study of human brain activity suffer from the requirement that only
artificial, movement-constrained behavior is allowed. However, by reducing “normal” behavior to a minimum the ecological validity of the results can be limited. To overcome these limitations, we developed
a truly mobile EEG system suitable for field recordings and natural situations which allows to decode
single-trial brain responses in outdoor situations. We also demonstrated that signal quality of the mobile
EEG system is equivalent to that of a standard lab amplifier in a traditional BCI experiment. Besides
mobility and robustness with respect to motion, the critical issue before introducing EEG routinely in
large studies became the electrode, as ideal EEG electrode would allow high quality and concealed
recordings that can be conveniently attached to the head. We will demonstrate that a newly introduced
cEEGrid electrode concept fulfills all these requirements and allows to monitor auditory attention reliably over long amounts of time.
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